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The Athletic Association, as is well known, 
is sever~ly crippled by a lack of funds, the 
concert given for its benefit proving a losing 
venture, the money that the directors bad 
had expected would come from that source 
failing to materialize. 
It is imperative that money be raised from 
some quarter immediately to meet the ex-
penses of the intercollegiate team. This 
can best be, and doubtless will be, done by 
a personal (.)anvass of the Institute. If each 
student contributes a dollar the total amount 
would carry the team through in excellent 
shape. 
Unti l recently each member subscribed to 
the support of the Athletic Association, as 
is now the case mth the Base-Ball and Foot-
Ball Associations, but for the last two years 
the annual entertainments given for its bene-
fit have made it in a great measure self-sup-
porting. It was hoped that the money 
would be rajsed in the same manner this 
year, but the concert was a failure, and the 
only alternative now appears to lie in the 
over-abused and much-despised subscription 
paper. In this way it is hoped that the 
expenses, some of which have already been 
incurred, may be met, and this can easily be 
done, if the students see to it that the amount 
contributed is worthy of the student-body. 
To continually keep before the public 
notice is necessary to the highest success in 
any line of business activity . The smue is 
equally applicable to this Institute, and in 
order to attuin the greatest success it is 
essential that the Institute be continually 
brought before the public attention. One 
way in which this can be done is by weekly 
correspondence in the Boston dailies, many 
of which devote a page or so each week to 
items of interest regarding the various Now 
England colleges. But bow often is it that 
the reader finds any items regarding the 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute there con-
tained? 
The editors realize the interest taken in 
such items and are anxious to have regular 
Iette1·a from all the colleges, and indeed 
there are few, excepting our own Institute, 
but what are represented in some one, if not 
in several, of the papel'S. In most cases the 
editors are willing to pay well for such 
items, and it only remains for some student 
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who can afford the time and do the thing in 
shape, to gain advantage, not alone to him-
self, but to the Institute. 
WATER SUPPLY: RESERVOIR CON-
STRUCTION. 
BY Jorrx W. BuRKE, '87. 
Be .. !Mntre tile W . • · E. a., BaT 7 01. 
This paper, apart from the usoal historical in-
troductory, is based upon the author's experience 
in designing and constructing water-works. The 
paper is short, not so much to equitably divide 
the time with the one that precedes it, as because 
the aforesaid experience, covering a practice of 
only a few years, can be brie8y told. 
HisTORY. The history of water-works takes 
us back to ancient times. The first of the Gre-
cian aqueducts were built about 600 B. C., and 
consisted of open canals and tunnels from the 
sou rce of supply to the reservoirs, and under-
ground disttibuting systems of stone or burnt-
clay conduits. Part of the original system, 
built more than two thousand years ago, is still 
in use in Athens. But the most famous of the 
ancient aqueducts are those built by the Romans 
about tbe beginning of the Christian Ern. Gen-
erally their source of supply was a mountain-
lake or spring, whence the water was conducted 
through open channels, tunnels, or masonry con-
duits to the distributing reservoir in or near the 
city to be supplied, and from the reservoir to 
the consumers through smaller masonry con-
duits, or through clay or lead pipes. It may be 
observed that this is precisely the same general 
plan used in the gravity systems of the present 
day, except that for aqueducts of ordinary size 
iron pipes :ue now used instea.d of masonry con-
duits. The use of iron pipes, however, is an 
innoYntion dating back only about one hundred 
years, so that the method of water-carriage 
employed by the Greeks and Romans came down 
through more than twenty centuries without the 
possibmty of any change or improYement, for 
those ancient masters of the science and art of 
construction employed the materials then at 
hand with a wisdom nod skill that could hardly 
be excelled. Many of these ancient aqueducts 
were of great length. The "Aqua Claudia." was 
forty-five, and the "Anio Novus" sixty-two 
miles long, eacl.t surpassing in length the great 
Croton aqueduct, which is only thirty-eight 
miles. As masonry cannot safely sustain any 
considerable tensile stress, it was of course im-
practicable to take the old aqueducts down into 
the bottom of deep valleys or ravines, where the 
conduits would be subjected to the bursting 
pressure due to the head of water above the val-
ley. It was therefore often necessary to elevat-
the conduit to the general level of the line by 
means of masonry arches. Many of these aque-
duct bridges were more than two hundred feet 
high and a half-mile in length. All were sub-
stantially built and some of them were beautiful 
in the lightness and boldness of their design. 
Not only are there numerous ruins in a sufficient 
state of preservation to attest the former splen-
dor of these ancient monuments and the enlight-
ened civilization of their builders, but there is 
a large number of the pre-christian aqueducts 
yeL entire and intact, and yet conveying to the 
lesser Romans of to-day the same spring's water 
that slaked the thirst and cooled the brows of 
theit· world-conquel'ing progenitors. 
"Of the fourteen aqueducts which supplied 
ancient Rome, three remain in use at the present 
time, furnishing the modern city with abundance 
of water.'' The first of these is the Aqua Virgo, 
finished in the year 48 B. C., restored by Pope 
Pius IV.; second: the Aqua Claudia, restored 
by Sistus V.; third: the Aqoa TrajaM, restored 
by Paul V. Tbese Roman aqueducts were not 
confined to the present Italy, but existed 
tbroughont the empire, notAbly within the pres-
ent boundaries of J.'rancc and Spain. Built 
before tbc advent of iron pipe nod the pumping-
engine, they all, necessarily, were gravity sys-
tems. Indeed, they ma.y be taken as tL general 
example or type of the only system in use prior 
to what may be termed the "iron age" in water-
works construction, beginning little more than 
fifty years ago and still in process. 
DrFFEBENT :Kn.-os OF MoDERN SYSTEMS. Mod-
ern water-works may con>cniently be divided 
into two classes, 1st: the gravity system; 2d: 
the pumping system. Of these, the first is by 
far the better, whenever practicable. And it is 
always practicable where an abundance of good 
water can be found on the surface at a sufficient 
elevation abO\·e, and within moderate distance 
from, the town to be supplied. These conditions 
usually obtain in hilly or mountainous regions. 
H ence most of the water-works in the New Eng-
land , .Middle :1nd 'outhern ' tates, aucl in the 
vicinity of the Rocky 1\Iountaius, are on the 
gravity system. 
The distinctive excellence of this system is 
due to the fact that the somce of supply, being 
outside of the populous distl'ict and at a higher 
ele'\"ation, is found free from pollution or conta-
gion and can easily be kept so. The prime requi-
site of a water-supply is purity, for upon this 
largely depends the health and eyeo the liYes of 
the consumers. The thought of filtered water 
is not a pleasant one; people like that quality 
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of purity that "is uot strained, but droppeth 
like the gentle rain ," and it is oftenest found in 
the gravity systems. Another advantage of this 
system is its economy of operation. Once the 
works are properly built there are no further 
heavy expenses for an indefinite time, or until 
they need enlarging or replacing. Gravity docs 
the work; the water commissioners merely col-
lect the earnings. 
With a pumping system, on the contrary, 
there is a const."tnt expense for fnel, oil. wages of 
engine-men, repairs, etc., which usually consti-
tutes a hea\'y fixed charge. Yet it often happens 
tbnt this expenile when capitalized is mncl.t less 
than the extra first cost of a gravity system, and 
recourse is had to pumping. Pumpiug is rarely 
employed except in low, fiat regions devoid of 
water-bearing eminences. Riparian cities dis-
tant fl'Om elevated lakes, spring~:~ or brooks, 
usually pump from t be river immediately nbovc 
the city, and discharge the sewage into the same 
ri\'er bclow. Tbe next city down stream does 
likewise, aod so on. This is a bad state of 
things, but the place most at least have fire-
protection e,·en if it cannot ha\'e drinking-water. 
Of course in sucb cases tbe water is pumped 
from a filter-gallery built b~si <le the rh·er, ns 
at Lowell nod Lawrence . and sometimes it is 
pumped from drh·en-wells located a considera-
ble distance from the river, the di~taoce depend-
ing oo the porosity of the soil nnu the contami-
nation of the water in the stream. Quite snc-
cessful experiments l.tavc lately been made at 
Lowell with n view to get a domestic supply 
from artesian wells located on the bank of the 
Merrimac riYer. ome of the these experi-
mental wells are pumped by windmills. 
A great many cities and towns are so located 
that they may choose between the gravity nod 
the pumping systems. Tbe forme1· system is 
always cbosen unless t:.be proposed source of 
supply for it is so distant as to make the cost 
of the aqueduct excessive. In comparing the 
estimated cost of the two systems, tbe expense 
of operation, renewnJs and repairs is of course 
considered. The probable future growth should 
also enter into the computation. If the popula-
tion double, the expense of pumping will have 
nearly doubled also, while the cost of a gt'M•iiy 
aqueduct sufficient to supply the prospective 
population will be very little more than that 
required for the present population. This leaves 
out of account the cost of the distributing-pipes 
in the streets, which is practically the same in 
both systems. Bot after making every proper 
allowance for operation and maintenance it 
often appears that a supply by the gravity sys-
tem would really be the more costly, gallon for 
gallon. Now is the time to consider the quality. 
Shall the peovle have good water ft'OW a uis-
tance or bad water near by? Too often it hnp-
pens that this question is decided in defiance of 
the laws of health and the nntural rights of a 
self-respecting people. Tbe avernge city father 
does not like water well enough to go vet·y far 
for it, and it usually requires all the influence of 
an enlightened public opinion to obtain the best 
result in a case like this. 
In designing a system it is first necessary to 
determine the amount of water to be supplied ; 
this varies greatly. Howe\'er, io ordinnry cnses, 
n safe nmouot is one hu ndred gallons per cnpita 
daily. The next thing to detet mine is the \\Uter-
shed of the region, wl.ticb is done mainly by 
statistics. If tl.Je supply be taken from n stream 
or pond. measun•ments should lie taken in time 
of drought to determine the flow. It is often 
the case that a n::llut al site is found for the rc:.er-
YOit·. 
In resen·oir construction the fi rst thing is to 
make test-pits to sec if the foundation i~ firm 
and free from quicksands. If we find that the 
reservoir can be made to conform to the contour 
of the region then so much the better. T be 
matter of excavating is an important factor. 
It is Llsunlly the cust{)m for the cxc:wated ma-
terial to mnkl! the embankment. But tue em-
bankment is made of selccteu mntel'ial. no hu·ge 
stones, etc., being allowed, hE' nee it i:. ueces:.nry 
for the excanttions to exceed the amount of 
earth used in the embankment. If tbi:. be not 
so, then extra mnterial must be obtained else-
where. Tbe core-wall is important and should 
be made of the best ~nod. Be sure to go down 
far euougb with the core-wall, o that tl.te wall 
itsel f will be well protected from the action of 
the water. Tl.Je walls should always be built 
rough, and rou~h stones employed. McAl pine's 
theory, that water abhors angles, i ~ most true in 
reservoir con~lructioo. There is n great differ-
ence in the matter of waters and t heir property 
of developin~ alga~ic growth. urfnce wnter is 
le s susceptible than spring water aod may be 
permitted to lie io open rcsen ·oil·s with perfect 
safety. T he spring water de>elops algre vel'y 
rapidly, owing to the action of sunlight, nod it 
is often the custom of covering over reservoirs 
of such water. 
[Owing to illness :\I r. Burke bud been tmable 
to prepnre tbe whole of his paper, hence the 
last part of the abo,~e is only an abstract of his 
remnrks.-Eo.J 
TECH VS. AGGIE. 
While the sports were in progress at the Oval 
on Saturday, May 12th, the ball team crossed 
bats with the Amherst Aggie nine. Tbe Am-
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herst men played a loose game, and were not 
dangerous competitors at any stage. But five 
innings were played, to allow the visitors to 
catch an early train for home. 
The game was called at half-past three o'clock 
with the visitors at the bat. Leamy was the 
first mau to face Martin and was retired on a 
ground hit to Collen. Jones knocked a high fly 
that Martin caught. Howard made a bit over 
second base, but was out while attempting to 
steal that base. 
For T ech, Philpot bit to Day who threw to 
flrst, but Hullivan made an inexcusable error 
and Philpot was safe. He stole second, and 
scored on Knowles' three-base hit. Zaeder's 
sacrifice was fumbled nod so Knowles scored 
and the batsman reached first. Zaedct· stole 
both second and tbi•·d base. Gordon's ground 
hit was muffed, allowing the T ech fielder to 
reach his base. He immediately stole second, 
and both he and Zaeclcr scored on a passed ball. 
Bunker made a two-base bit, but was put out at 
third. Cullen was ao easy out, H. B. Read to 
l-.ullin1u. ll nrris hit to centre and stole second, 
scoring on C. Gordon's hit to right. Gordon 
reached second on the throw home and stole 
thi nl, but there he stayed for Martin struck out. 
' core: W. P. I. , 5; Aggie, 0. 
I n the second inning the men from Amherst 
were retired in one, two, three order. Clark 
went out, Philpot to Zneder i ' ullivnn fli£>d out 
to I Iarris and Mnrsbn.ll struck out. 
T ech addert three more runs to her score in 
this inning. Philpot went out on a fly to left. 
Rend preferred to give Knowles his bnse on four 
balls rather than to run tbe risk of another three-
bagger. Knowles was as good on the bases as 
at the bat, stealing S<'cond and third. Zaeder 
was given his base and stole second. G. Gor-
don got in a bit by third bnse, bringing in the 
base-mooers. Jones t hrew wild to the plate 
and Gordon scored. Bunker bit to the short-
slop, but a muff by Sullivan allowed him to 
keep his base. He stole second a.ud reached 
tbird on Cullen's sacrifice. Harris knocked an 
easy tJy to ollivan making the third out. 
Score: W . P. 1., 8; Aggie, 0. 
Day opened the third inning by bitting to 
Knowles and was thrown out at first. H . B. 
Read struck out. F. H. Rend hit a liner to 
Cullen, but it was too hot to handle and Rend 
was safe. Leamy hit to Philpot, who got it to 
first in time to catch the man had not Zaeder fum-
bled. With two men on bases Jones struck out. 
C. Gordon was the first man up for Tech and 
was presented with first on four bad balls. He 
stole second, but Leamy threw over Clark's 
head while attempting to catch him, and Gordon 
weut to third. Philpot was out on a pop fly to 
F. H . Read. Martin struck out and Knowles 
followed suit. 
Score: W. P. I. , 8 i Aggie, 0. 
Howard led off in the fourth with a hit past 
third, but was put out in attempting to steal 
second. P hilpot assisted in retiring Clark at 
first. Day hit past second and stole second 
base, making a beautiful slide. .Marshall was 
disposed of by Bunker. 
For Tech, Zaeder banged out a hit which 
proved to be good fot· three bases. Gordon got 
in a single anrl stole second, Z:1edet· scoring. 
Bunker struck out. Cullen got a hit bringing 
in Go•·don. Harris fli ed out to Jones in left :md 
C. Gordon did likewise. 
Score : W. P. I., 10 i Aggie, 0. 
Aggie made two t·uns in the fifth inning, 
neither of which were earned. Sullivan, the 
first man, made a scratch hit and just beat the 
ball to first. H. B. Rend got his base on balls , 
forcing Sullivan to secood. F . H. Read made 
a hit bringing in Sullivan. Leamy flied out. 
Jones made a bit sending H. B. Read home. 
H oward bit to Cullen who threw to C. Gordon 
in time to catch F. H. Rend nt the plate. Clark 
went out and thus the side was retired. 
Martin went out, Day to ' ullivan. Philpot 
got io a hit and stole second, making third on 
Clark's error. Knowles lined out a single, send-
ing Philpot borne. Knowles reached third and 
scored on Zaedcr's sacrifice to J ones. Gordon 
finished the inning hy being retired at first on 
an easy grounder. 
Score: W. P. I., 12; Aggie, 2. 
At this point the game was called. The score 
shows the game in detail. 
W. P. I. 
A.D. R. B.F(. P.O. A. E. 
Philpot, 2b . . . . . . . . . . 4 2 1 2 3 0 
Knowles, Sb ......... s 3 2 1 1 0 
Zaeder, lb .•..••...• 3 s 1 4 0 1 
G. Gordon, c. f ... ..... 4 8 2 1 0 0 
Bunker, l. f .......... S 0 1 1 0 0 
Cullen,s.s ........... 3 0 1 0 2 1 
Harris, r. I. ......... 3 1 1 1 0 0 
C. Gordon, c . . . . . . . . . 2 0 1 4 2 0 
Martin, p ............ 8 0 0 1 0 0 
28 12 10 15 8 2 
A.GGlE. 
A.ll. R. B.H. P.O. A. E. 
Leamy, c ............ 3 0 0 4: 1 2 
Jones, I. f . . . . . . . . . . . s 0 1 4c 0 1 
Howard, c. f. ........ 3 0 2 0 0 0 
Clark, 2b ..... . ..... 3 0 0 0 0 1 
Day, 3b ............ 2 0 1 1 3 1 
AL'l-rshall, r. f. ........ 2 0 0 0 1 0 
SolU,·an, lb .......... 2 1 0 4: 0 2 
H. B. Read, p ......... 1 1 0 1 1 0 
F. H . Read, s. s . . . . . . . 2 0 2 1 0 0 
21 2 6 15 6 7 
W.P. I. ........ . . . .. 5 8 0 2 2-12 
Aggie . .. ........ . ... 0 0 0 0 2-2 
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Earned runs, W. P. I. 3; two-base bits, Bunker, 
Jones; three-base bits, Knowles, Zaeder ; sacriOce 
hits, Zaeder, Cullen; stolen bases, Philpot 2, Knowles 
3, Za.eder 2, G. Gordon 2, Bunker, Cullen, Harris, C. 
Gordon 2, Leamy, Howard, Day, Sullivan, F. H. 
Read ; ftrst base on balls, Knowles, Zaeder, C. Gor-
don, H. B. Read; first base on en ors, Philpot, Zaeder, 
Gordon, H. B. Read, Leamy; struck out, Martin 2, 
Knowles, Bunker, Marshall , ll. B. Read, Jones; 
passed ball, Leamy; wild pitch, H. B. Read. Time 
of game, 1 hour. Umpires, Rawson and McAleer. 
PHILLIPS ANDOVER vs. W. P. I. 
The base-baU team went to Andover lnst 
Saturday and there made o. very creditaule 
showing during eight of the nine innings played 
against the Andove1· nine, making them play 
ball all the time. In this one inning-the 
sixtb-Tecu, with no cause, went all to pieces 
and for a few moments gave a wretched exllibi-
tion of ball-playing. But that fortunately 
proved to be only temporary and for the rest of 
the time our team was not out-played by their 
opponents, who, by the way, are a gentlemanly 
set of players and who do not kick on t!Je 
slightest provocation. With such a team it is 
a pleasUI'e to play, even t hough we meet defeat. 
When the game was called the nir was fi lled 
witu a heavy mist, making the outfielders almost 
indiscernible from home plate. 'file field bow-
ever is excellently dminen and so was in no 
way affected by the rain and moisture. 
The umpires, Hazen of Andover and Ware 
of Tech, did good work. TIJe latter was struck 
in the nose by a foul ball, causing a delay of 
fifteen minutes before being able to resume his 
duties. 
The game commenced with Tech in the field. 
Barnes was the first man at the bat nod 6ied out 
to Bunker. J ackson knocked up a high fly 
which Martin gathered in. Sedgwick made a 
three-base bit into left field but it availed him 
nothing, fo1·, although Greenway got his base 
on balls, Drew went out on a line drive to 
Zueder. 
Paige gave the only Philpot his base. Phil-
pot stole second. Knowles struck out, bot the 
catcher dropped the third strike and while it 
was thrown to fit·st Philpot reached third. 
Zaeder was retired by Jackson, unassisted, and 
Philpot scored on Rement's fumble of a thrown 
ball. Gordon banged out a single over second 
base and stole second. Bunker made a safe 
bit but the ball was fielded to the plate before 
Gordon could get in and so the side was retired. 
Score: W. P. I. , l; Andover, 0. 
Burgess started out the second inning by 
going out, Zaeder to Philpot. Bement bit to 
Cullen, but reached first on a poor throw. 
Simmons sent another grounder t-o Cullen, but 
it was a bard one to get, so the batsman reached 
first and Bement was advanced to second. Paige 
bit to ~1artin who fielded Bement out aL third. 
Barnes struck out. 
Harris bit the ball for one base, stealing 
second. Cullen fanned the air and Fis!Jer was 
bit by tlle ball. Martin followed Cullen's 
example, failing to connect with the ball. Phil-
pot's fiy was looked after by Sedgwick. 
Score: W. P. I.. 1; Andove1·, 0 . 
In the third inning Jackson went out at first, 
Cullen assisting. Sedgwick lliell out to Bunker. 
Greenway reached first on Pllilpot's error, stole 
secoml and J'('nched third by tho same meillls. 
Drew flied out t.o Philpot, leaviug Greenwny on 
t hird. 
For Tecll, Knowles struck out. Zaeder got in 
a two-bagger over the second baseman. Oordon 
was out on a 6y to left field. Buuker flied out to 
Sedgwick. 
Score: W. P. I. , 1 ; Andover, 0. 
Burgess was the first mao up io the fow·tb 
inning and reached first on :1 close decision. 
Beme'nt sacr-ificed to Zaeder, sending Burgess to 
second. Simmons fl ied out to Z:tcclcr. Paige 
made a two-base bit sending in Burgess. Pnige 
scored a moment Iuter on Barnes' hit to left. 
Barnes stole second but there remained, J nck-
son being put out by Fisher. 
Harris diecl at first, Sedgwick assisting. 
Cullen again stmck ouL and l<'isher made the 
third out by driving a liner into 'edg\vlck's 
bauds. 
Score: Ando,·er, 2 i W. P. I ., 1. 
edgwick st:uted the fifth by striking oot. 
Greenway found the ball for three bases, but it 
did not effect the score for Drew IJit to Martin, 
who, by a clever bluff, held the base-runner at 
third, at the same time retiring Drew at first . 
Burgess was out on n tly to Philpot. 
lt took but six balls to retire the Tech players 
in this inning. Martin went out, Paige to 
J ackson, 'vbile Philpot was put out in like 
manner. Knowles struck out. 
Score: Andove1·, 2; W. P. I. , 1. 
The sixth inning was the fatal one and ruined 
Worcester's chances for victory, which , until 
two men bad been put out in this inning, looked 
excellent. Rement went out at first, Cullen 
making the assist. immons lost his chances of 
scol'ing by sending a fly into Philpot's hands. 
And here Tech went nil to pieces. Paige sent 
up a fiy which should have been an easy out by 
Martin, but that player misjudged it nod Paige 
was safe. He stole second and reached third 
on a wild pitch, scoring a moment later on 
Barnes' hit. Barnes stole third and scored soon 
after. J ackson's high fiy Fisher failed to gauge 
correctly, allowing him to reach first. Be stole 
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second and scored on Fisher's wild throw into 
centre field. Cullen seemed to have caught the 
disease at that time affecting the other players, 
and on this account Sedgwick reached first. He 
stole second and third, although be would have 
been out bad Knowles held the ball. But it 
made no difference, for Greenway ended the 
agony by flying out to Gordon. 
Tech looked to be able to score in her half. 
Zaeder was giYen his base and stole second. 
Gordon reached fir::.t for the same reason. 
Bunker, however. was not so fortunate and 
struck out. Zaeder attempteu to steal third but 
was unsuccessful, Drew making the assist. 
IIarris was retired by Sedgwick. 
Score: Ando\'er, 5; W. P. I., 1. 
In the seventh inning the sides were retired 
in short order. Drew struck out. Harris ma.de 
a circus catch, retia iog Burgess. Bement struck 
out. 
Cullen wns retired by Bement. Fi ber bad a 
good eye and waited until be got bjs base on 
balls. BamE>s gathered in the fly that Marlin 
hit. .Fisher reacberl second on a passed baU, 
but went uo farther for Philpot was out at first, 
Sedgwick to Jackson. 
Score: AodO\·er, 5; W. P. 1., 1. 
1\lartin struck out ' immons. P aige hit to 
left and was advanced to second on Bames' 
sacrifice, Philpot to Zacder·. Jackson made the 
third out by being retit·ed by Gordon. 
Tech scored one mn in this half. After 
Knowles bad stmck out, Zaeder was hit, reach-
ing first and immediately stealing second. 
Gordon was ~iven first by Paige. Both were 
nd\'aoced a oase by a passed ball , Zaeder 
scoring soon after on Bement's error. Bunker 
sacrificed, Bement to Jackson, but Harris spoiled 
the chances of anotbet· run by bitting to Paige, 
who put him out at first. 
Score: Andovet·, 5; W. P. I., 2. 
Tbe last inning opened with 'edgwick at the 
bat, who was given first by Martin. He stole 
second and was advanced to third on Greenway's 
sacrifice grounder to Martin. Drew reached 
first on a scratch bit and stole second. Both 
scored on Burgess' two-bagger. Bement went 
out at first, Cullen assisting, :1nd immons for 
the second time struck out. 
T ech went into score io her half of this inning. 
Cullen was the first man up and got in a base-
bit and stole second. Fisher for the second 
time was hit in the ribs and took his base. 
:Marlin struck out but the catcher muffed the ball. 
That made no difference, however, for accord-
ing to the role he was out. Philpot got his base 
on balls, making the bases full. Knowles m:1de 
a hit in front of the plate, sending in Cullen and 
advancing the others a base. Zaeder bit a fty 
just back of second sending Fisher across the 
plate. Knowles, on first, thought it might be 
caught and so hesitated before running. On 
that account be was forced at second. Zaeder 
attempted to steal second, but was pot out by 
Barnes, Philpot in the meantime running in 
from third. But Zaeder was out before Philpot 
crossed the plate and so the run did not count. 
The score:-
Pa:n.Ln>s A...'WO\'ER. 
A.B. ll. 
Barnes. s . s .......... 5 1 
Jackson, lb .......... 5 1 
Sedgwick, 2b . . . . . . . . 4 1 
Greenway, 1. f . ....... 4 0 
Drew, c ............. .; 1 
Burgess, r. f ......... 5 1 
Bement, Sb ...... .... 5 0 
Shnmons, c. f . . .. . . ... 5 0 
Paige, p ............. 4 2 
42 7 
":.\lartlo out oo ml854..'tllhlrd strike. 
W. P. I. 
A.B. R. 
Philpot. 2b . . . . . . . . . . 3 1 
Knowles, 3b ......... 5 0 
Zaeder , 1b .......... 3 1 
Gordon, c. f. ......... 2 0 
Bunker, l. f .......... 4 0 
Harris, r. f ...... . ... 4 0 
Cullen, s. s .......... 4 1 
Fisher, c ........... . 1 1 
Martin, p ....... . .... 4 0 
B. P.o. 
2 2 
1 9 
2 4 
1 1 
1 8 
1 0 
0 2 
0 0 
3 0 
11 26* 
n. P.o. 
0 4 
1 1 
2 9 
1 2 
1 2 
1 1 
1 0 
0 7 
0 1 
80 4 7 2i 
Ando\"'er .......... 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 
W . P. I ........... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A. E. 
0 0 
0 1 
3 1 
0 0 
2 0 
0 0 
1 2 
1 0 
s 0 
12 4 
A. E. 
1 2 
0 1 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
3 2 
0 1 
3 0 
8 6 
0 2-7 
1 2-4 
Earned runs, Andover 4, W. P . I. 2; two-base hits, 
Paige, Burgess, Zneder; three-base bits, Sedgwick, 
Greenway; sacrifice hits, Bement, Barnes, Greenway, 
Bunker ; stolen base , Greenway 8, Barnes 3, Sedg-
wick 3, Paige, Jackson, Drew 2, Philpot, Gordon, 
Harris, Cullen, Zaeder 2; ftrst base on balls, Sedg-
wick, Greenway, Philpot 2, Zaeder, Gordon 2, Fis her; 
hit by a pitched ball, Fisber 2, Zaeder; first base on 
errors, Greenway, Bement, Simmons; struck out, 
Barnes, Sedgwick, Drew, Bement, Simmons, Knowles 
4, Bunker, Cullen 2, Martin 2; left on bases, Barnes, 
Sedgwick 2, Greenway 2, Philpot, Zneder, Gordon 2, 
Fisher 2, Martin; passed balls, Drew 2; wild pitch, 
Martin. Time of game, 2.05. Umpires, Hazen, P. 
A., nnd Ware, W. P. I. 
AFl'ER TRE GAME. 
Philpot and Zaedet· make an elegant pair of 
coachers. 
Weather seems to fa\or the ball team-at 
least to a certain extent. 
Warren went up as a substitute, but his ser-
vices were uot needed. 
The treatment of the team by the Andover 
men was perfect. 
At the recent '94 class vote, Paige was voted 
to be the laziest man in the clnss. How about 
tbat, Knowles ? 
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Five of the bits made by the Andovers should 
have been easy outs, bad they been properly 
judged. 
Fisher has lots of room for improvement in 
the matter of ftml fiies. B e is too slow in 
starting. 
Knowles bou~bt a new bat in Boston, but dis-
covered after the game that be bad been cheat-
ed, as it was apparently full of boles. 
With the exception of the first baseman, the 
Andover players were the same as those who 
were defeated by Harvard that week, the score 
being seven to eight. 
NINETY- FIV E WINS. 
Tbe annual spring field-day of the Athletic 
A ssociation wns held on 'nturday, May 12th, at 
the Oval. Between the sports and the ball game 
with the Aggies fully five hundred persons, in-
cluding a large proportion of ladies, were at-
tracted to see the fnn . 
The sports were not up to the standard of 
most of those of past years, either in perform-
ances or ent husiasm ; in fact, bad not the fresh-
men secured a drum corps(?) which managed to 
torture scveml well known airs there would have 
been hardly any show of class spirit, notwith-
standing that '95 ventured one or two cheers to 
encourage IJ <: t· representatiYCS in the contest. 
It is needless to say that '!15 won. In fact 
they did not have t he slightest difficulty in per-
forming the feat. No dark horses materialized 
and the events were won in almost every instance 
by the men named in the last issue of the W P 
I as most likely to secure the places. In justice 
to '96, although it is doubtful if the final stand-
ing would hn \'e been changed thereby, it should 
be said that her most likely athletes were taking 
part in the ball-game, an ncconnt of which will 
be found elsewhere. 
The sports were started at quarter before two 
and were conducted so well that the last e\·ent 
was over before five o'clock. The first of the 
track events was the high hurdle race in which 
were 14 men entered. Only three, however, 
Gnlln.gber, '94, Lungren, '97, and Field, '95, 
appeared. At the start Lungren took the lead 
with Gallagher in second. l twas a pretty race, 
until the next to the last hurdle was reached 
when Gallagher fell and was passed by Field. 
Lungren's time was 19! sec. 
Next came the 100-yard dash, which was run 
off in two trial heats and a final. Allen, '94, 
Stone, '95, and L. Killam, '94, were the starters 
in the first beat. It was nip and tuck nil the 
way, but Allen reached the tape first in l Ot 
sec. with Stone a close second. The second 
beat had for starters, Killam, '95, Brown, '96, 
and Barris, '96. Ranis dropped out imme-
diateJy, and Killam and Brown simply loafed 
o,·er the course in 13f sec. The final took place 
as soon as the men were rested. It wns a close 
and exciting race ft·om the start to the tape, uut 
Kill am bad just a little more speed tbnn the 
rest of the party and " won by a neck ., in 1 Oj. 
All eo, Brown and tone rau togetltet· until a 
few yards before the finish, when Allen mnunged 
to forge slightly abeatl of the other two. tone 
wntJ awarded third place by the judges, although 
it appeared to many of the spectators to belong 
to Bt·own. 
The next event was the mile run. Ouly four 
men showed up out of the large list of eutries. 
Wellington imme-.l iutely took the lcntl ao<l opened 
out a big gap hetwcen llimsC'lf nod the fleld. 
On the third lnp he slowed up and at the begin-
ning of the last lap the field had closed up the 
gap aucl they passed the stand well hunched. 
Wellington kept the lead till the beginning of 
the stretch, when he was pnsscll by O'Connor. 
About fi~c yards from the tape Wellington col-
lapsed, run completely out, and was vassed by 
both Young and Brown. O'Conno!·'s time was 
4 min. 50j sec. 
Immediately after this the t20-hurdle was 
run. Io the lirst beat L. Killam won with Field 
second. Time, SO~ sec. The second beat was 
won by Morse, '97. Lundgren and Han·is, '9~, 
bad a ltot fight for second. Lundgren getting 
the place. Time, 29%- sec. The final was an 
eusy tbing for Field; he cut out a long leuu , 
but quit perceptibly in the last two flights and 
thus failed to brenk ttte recortl. His time was 
29tsee. Morse was second nod Lundgren third. 
The two-mile bicycle race proved to be Higgins' 
event, as every one expected. The starters 
were Whitney, Magaw, '94, Polk. Higgins, '96, 
nod Day, '97. Day cut ouL the pace until the 
last lap, when he wns easily passed by both 
Biggins :llld Polk. Later Higgins rode two 
miles for a record. cutting undet· the intercol-
legiate record for the distance. 
The 220-yard run did not proYe the sensational 
race it did last year, when Pbjlpot ran away 
from the field and won, to every one's surprise. 
This year the winner lay in Gallagher, altho11gh 
Killam was looked to win, but the clip was a 
faster one than be could carry noel so got second 
place. The Seniors had a man who finished 
third. 
Tho half-mile run called out Lungren, '97, 
Denny, O'Connor, '95 , Eastman, Barris, '94. 
At the word the fie ld went away at a slow pace, 
which pace was kept up to the end, as the time 
shows. They remained well bunched until the 
stt·etcb was reached , when Rnrris drew away 
only to be passed by O'Connor, who won the 
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event in 2 minutes. 20 1·5 seconds. Hnrris was 
second and Lungren third. 
The mile walk was devoid of interest. The 
stat·ters were Barbour, '96, McFarland, '94, 
Walsh, Yan Ostrand and Tilden, '96 . Ninety-
five bad tue winner in Tilucn, who at once took 
the lead and had no trouble in staying there and 
in taking first in 8 minutes, 3 seconds. Me· 
Farland finished a fair second, with Barbour 
third nod away behind. 
In the 440, ~tone, Harrington, Field and 
\ nughn toed the mark. They started off at a 
220 pace, but slowed up on the last half. Bar· 
rington won easily in 54i sec. , with Field second 
and Vaughn third. 
The two· mile run brought out the largest field 
of the day. Young, Fuller, 'D4, Brown, '97, 
Braman, H arris, '94, Poore, Howe, '95, Cham· 
bers, '94, and Brooks, '95, started. Tbe race 
soon developed into a procession and Young 
kept the lend throughout tbe race. Be ran a 
good race nod came sprinting down the stretch 
at the finish with lots to spare. Braman bad a 
long l<.'ttd fo r second at the beginning of the last 
lnp, but Brown set out to catch him, and caught 
nod passed him just at the tape. Tbe time was 
11 min. 17 sec. 
By fru· the most iotel'cstiog event of the 
afternoon was the team race between the 
classes. Nioety·six did not show up, and it 
looked at one time as though the Juniors would 
do likewise. W itll two minutes to get a. fourth 
mnn, Uapgood was hustled into a suit, and so 
the race was started . Edwards, '97, Han;ng· 
ton, '95 , and L. Killam, '94, made t he first relay. 
The pace was not very strong, and at tile end 
of t.be quarter Harrington had a lead of five 
yards over the enior, while Edwards was some 
distance behind. Hapgoou started out with the 
advantage his classmate bad given him, a nd 
until the straight was rcacltcd held bis own ; 
llere the pace began to tell on him, nod Whip· 
ple closed up the gap, sending Allen away on 
even terms witb ' tone. Allen ran n good quru.·· 
ter, gaining slowly but sorely on the Junior. 
At tbe finish be had gained ten ynrds for a lead 
to turn oYer to Gnllngber. O'Connor, the last 
Ni-nety·&'t'e man, had a hopeless task to cut 
down tbe lead, lloweYer he finished about three 
yards behind " Midge." The time was 3 min· 
utes, 4.4 seconds. Ninety·seven was out of the 
race from t he start, nod ber men only ran to 
secure the point for the class. 
While the track events were in progress, the 
field events, the first of which was the high 
jump, were called. The only contestants who 
showed up were Whipple, '94, Stone and War· 
reo. '96. Whipple cleared the bar easily at 4 
feet, 11! inches, and could have gone higher 
had necessity required. Stone was second and 
Warren third. 
The pole vault was Leland's ('95) event from 
the outset, the only other competitors being 
Whipple, '94, and Cunningham, '96, who simply 
vaulted once to secure third place for '96. 
Leland won on his vault of 8 feet, 9i inches. 
The hammer and shot events were postponed 
till after the ball game was finished. Both these 
events were conceded to Leland before the games 
and he ful fi lled the expectations of his friends. 
Be won the hammer throwing contest with a 
throw of 66 ft. 5 in. Killam, '95 , was second, 
and ibley was third. In putting the shot, 
Leland won with 31 ft. 6 in ., with Killam, '95, 
second, and G. P. Davis thil'd. 
The sum mat·y of points was as follows : 
TRACK EVENTS, '9-l. '95. '9fl. 
1. 120 yurds Hurdle 1 3 0 
2. 100 yard~ dash a 6 0 
3. One mile ruu 0 6 3 
... :no yards hurdle 0 5 0 
i). Two·mlle bicycle 0 0 8 
6. 220 yo.rd'l dash 6 s 0 
7. 880 yards run 3 5 0 
8. One mile walk 3 5 1 
9. 4~0 yards run 0 8 1 
10. Two-mile run 0 0 5 
11. Team race 10 6 0 
F rELD Evs~TS. 
1. Ronning high jump 5 0 ~ 
2. Potting shot 0 9 0 
3. Pole vault 3 5 1 
4. Throwing hammer 0 8 1 
5. Running broad jump 3 6 0 
87 u 24 
T b e O ftlcera or &be D a7 Wer e : 
Field Marshal and Rcfe•·ee. 
Zelotes W. Coombs. 
Clerk of Course and Judge of Walking. 
Harry L. Dadmuo, '91. 
Track Judges. 
Harry A. Adams. 
J oseph Beals. 
'97. 
5 
0 
1 
~ 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
4 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
18 
Edward L. Smith, '92. 
Field Judges. 
Joseph A. Derby, '93. 
George B. VIles. 
Nathan lleard, '93. 
Assistant Marshals. 
Henry N. Smith, '94. William H. Cunningham, '95. 
Alvah W. Clement, '95. William S. B. Dana, '97. 
Starter. 
Wflliam F. Donovan. 
Announcer. 
Henry D. Temple, '95. 
T imers. 
Patrick H. Hurley. Edward Botcher. 
Ushers. 
Cll!ton H. Dwtonell, '94. Thomas H. Coe, '96. 
Alba H. Warren, '95. Charles Day, '97. 
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W. P. I. vs. TRINITY. 
A small crowd saw, at the Oval, Wednesday, 
the Tech nine win an easy victory from Trinity. 
The Tech men batted well, while in the field 
their work was of the same sort as in former 
games this season. 
In the first inning, with Trinity at bat, Brough-
ton made a hit and was thrown out at second 
base. Penrose took his base on this throw, was 
advanced to second by Dingwall's hit, and stole 
third. The next two men flied to Knowles. In 
the Tech's half no runs were made, although 
Knowles got a two-base hit and Zaeder a base 
on balls. 
In the second inning, the Trinity men went 
out in order, but the Tech scored three runs, 
Cullen, Banis, and Fisher each making a single 
and being brought in by sacrifices by Philpot 
and Martin. 
Trinity then scored two t·ons on Knowles' er-
rors and a hit. Tech scored two more runs on 
bits, errors and two stolen bases. 
In the fourth inning, three Trinity men went 
to bat and were retired on short hits. Tech was 
also shut out. 
Trinity men knocked up three flies in the fifth 
inning, which were easily captured. In Tech's 
half three runs were scored on errors and a base 
on balls. 
In the sixth inning, Trinity scored her last 
run, by two stolen bases and two singles. At 
this point Trinity bad a. general shaking up, 
though no new men entered the game. Tech 
took kindly to the new pitcher and scored five 
runs on four bases on balls, a two-base hit, an 
error and two passed balls. 
Trinity went to bat for the seventh time, but 
did not score a.nd, as it was raining hard and 
past noon, the game was called by the mutual 
consent of the captains, Penrose and Zaeder, 
with the score 13 to 3 in favor of W. P. I . 
The score follows :-
W. P. 1. 
A.B. R. B. P.o. A. K. 
Philpot, 2b., 8 1 0 8 0 0 
Knowles, 2b., 8 1 1 2 3 2 
Zaeder, lb., 0 8 0 8 0 0 
Gordon, c. f. , 4 a 3 1 1 0 
Bunker, 1. f., 4 1 1 1 0 0 
Cullen, s. s., 4 2 2 :e 3 0 
Hnrrls, r. r., 8 1 3 2 0 0 
.F1sheT, c., 4 1 1 2 2 0 
Martin, p., 8 0 0 0 0 1 
Totals, 29 18 11 21 9 8 
TRlNITY. 
A.B. n. B. P.O A. 'E. 
Broughton, s. s., 4 l 1 0 0 1 
P enrose, 2b., 4 1 0 3 0 0 
Dingwall, 2b., p., 3 1 1 2 2 1 
Buell, p., 1. f., 
Williams, c., 
Young, c. f. 
Gnge, r. f., 
Langford, l b., 
Coggeshall, 1. f., 21]., 
s 0 
2 0 
8 0 
8 0 
8 0 
8 0 
1 0 4 1 
0 2 3 l 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 
1 8 0 1 
1 2 0 0 
Totals. 28 8 G 18 12 6 
W. P. 1., 0 8 2 0 8 5 -13 
Trlnlt.v, 0 0 2 0 0 1 0- 3 
Two-base hltR, Gordon, Knowles, Cullen; sacrltlce 
bits, Marlin, Philpot; stolen bases, Phil pol , Knowles, 
Zaeder, Gordon, Harris, Penrose, Buell: douhle plays, 
Gordon :mel Philpot; first base on balls, Philpot, Zae-
der 4-; bit by pitched hall, Knowles, Williams; tlr&t 
base on error ·, \V. P. I . 8; Trinity 3; struck out, 
F isher, Bnuker, Bronghton, Young; pas'led balls, 
Fisher, Williams 2. Time of game, 2 llours. t;mplre, 
McAleer. 
THE INT ERCOLLEGIA T E. 
In spite of the faot U1:1t last Weduesdn.y was 
a disagreeable and rainy day, fu lly fifteen hun-
dred college students and enthusiastic friends 
mntle tbeir way to tile Q,•nl, the sccue of tl.ae 
New England Intercollegiate meet for this year. 
Excepting the weather and tbe fact that the 
Worcester Tech failed to score a single point, 
the games were a great success, and indeed it is 
doubtful if the sports are held elsewhere in 
future yc:us, for no city bas the advantages and 
inducements to offer of tbe city of Worcester. 
No attempt at decoration or display of colors, 
more tbnn personal adornment. was made by 
the colleges, the grand-stand not being dec-
orated as in former years, owing to the inclem-
ency of the weather. No one, however, bad 
any diUiculty in locating the different colleges 
in the stand, for a cheer or yell from one or 
another of the many colleges wns ever in the 
ail·. 
The standing of the colleges in the summary 
was a big surprise, almost every body believ-
ing Dartmouth would win the pennant, with 
Amherst or Brown the con tending factor. 
Mass. Institute of Technology was known to 
ha,·e several good men, but e\>en tbe most 
enthusiastic admirers of that team would hardly 
have ventured to predict a phtce for them. 
Brown , as in former years, was strong in the 
field and it is here that most of her points were 
scored. Last year Williams finished one-third 
of n. poin t behind our· Inst.Jtute, but this 
year she was a good third, with twenty-four 
points. Tbe comparison only shows that not 
only bas Worcester decidedly fallen since last 
year, but it is also clearly evident that W illiams 
has taken a long step forward, beating out both 
of tbe other members of the triumvirate, so to 
speak. 
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While the ball game in the morning was in 
progress, the trial heats in tbe quarter-mile run 
were run oft'. This plan was tried this year for 
the first time, but it worked very successfully. 
The first heat in the quarter bad Harrington 
as the only Worcester man. The winnet· of the 
heat pro\'ed to be RockweU, who ran tbe dis-
tance in 52i. Barrington was fifth. Worcester's 
representative in the second heat was Vaughn, 
but he was not in the race for any of the distance. 
Eldred won easily in 52-t, and would undoubt-
edly have secured a. place in the finals bad be not 
met with an accident. Allen and Lone were in 
the third beat, but although Allen wns near the 
front for a portion of the way neither made a 
really good showing. Claggett proved to be the 
winner· in 52i. · 
The afternoon sports opened witlt the 100-
yard dash. There were seven preliminnry beats, 
in the second of which was Stone of Tech. The 
time or the heat was 1 Qt. but tone was not 
placed in it. W. . Killam was in the fourth 
beat against a. slow field, but be did not have the 
speed to win. The event was finally won by 
Patterson of Williams, while Deyo, bailing from 
the same college, was second. 
The next event was the half-mile, with Tech 
represented by Gallagher, Field, Barris, O'Con-
nor, Lungren, nod F. L. Stone. It was a big 
field, still Tech placed considerable hope on 
Gallagher or O'Connor. But Jarvis, to the sur-
prise of many, won from Rockwell in 2 min. 1-!-
sec. 
The 120-uurdle was run off in two beats, in 
tbe first of which was Lungren , bot the men 
against him were all stars and be was not placed. 
Chase, as was expected, won in 16 sec., reducing 
last year's record. 
The two-mile bicycle had little interest for 
either Dartmouth or Worcester, as the repre-
sentatives of both these colleges bnd been sus-
pended by tbe L. A. W. for competing in rnces 
that did not have the sanction of that league. 
The winner of the final was Marmon of 1\I. I . T. 
with Burns of the same institution second. 
Time 5 min. 50! sec. 
The finals in the quarter were next run oft'. 
Rockwell or tbe M. I. T. was tbe winner, with 
Claggett of Dartmouth and Marvel of Brown in 
the order named. The time was the fastest of 
any of the beats, being 51} sec. 
Young started in the mile, but, although fail-
ing to get a place, ran a good race. Clapp, M. 
I. T., won, Bugbee and Parker, both of Dart-
mouth , second and third respectively. Time 4 
min. 39-1 sec. 
The only Tech representative in the 220 
hurdle was Morse, who got second in his trial 
beat in 28 sec. Ben Hurd, Jr. , of Boston Tech 
woo the final heat, his time being 26} sec. Lyon 
of Dartmouth was second. 
The 220-yard dash bad Allen in one of the 
preliminary beats, but that was all, for be failed 
to win. The final heat was woo by Deyo of 
Williums in the fast time of 23} sec. 
The mile-walk went to Houghton of Amherst 
in record-breaking time. Time 7 min. 15{ sec. 
Tilden and McFarland started in this race, the 
former being ruled off and the latter securing 
fifth place. 
Tbe last track e\'"eot was tbe two-mile run, 
Tech being represented by Lungren, Brown, 
Braman nod Fuller. All of these failed to get 
near tile front in any part of the race. Sonle 
of Bowdoin was an easy winner in 10 min. 28 
sec. 
The field events wet·e won as follows:-
Pole Vault. M. D. Donning, Amherst, H . 
L. T owne, Williams, tied, 10 ft. 2! in., divided 
8 points, Towne won first medal on toss; E. L. 
Morgan, Amherst, G. G. Rossell, Brown, and 
A. H. ~mitb, Dartmouth, tied for third, divided 
the point, 9 ft. 5 in. 
Putting 16-lb. shot. F. E. Smith, Brown, 
37 ft. 3;! in.; S. Carter, Trinity, 36 ft. 3 in.; 
F. E. Mason, Dartmouth, 35 ft. 7! in. 
Running high jump. S. A. McComber, Brown, 
5 ft. 7f in.; H. M. Tyler, Amherst, 5 ft. 6 in.; 
C. Borden, Bowdoin. 
Throwing 16-lb. hammer. F. E. Smith, 
Brown, 109 ft. 10 in. ; G. S. Ellis , Brown, 104 
ft. 10 in.; G. H. Parker, l\1. I. T., 96 ft. 4 in. 
Running broad jump. F. W. Marvel, Brown, 
~2 ft. 21 in.; J. R. Allen, WiiJiams_, 21 ft. 10 
rn. ; S. Chase, Dartmontb, 21 ft. 1! 10. 
The final standing was : 
PosltJon and Namei. 
1. Mass. Tech., 
2. Brown, 
3. Williams, 
4 . Dartmouth, 
5. Ambe1·st, 
6. Bowdoin, 
7. Wesleyan, 
8. Trinity, 
9. Worcester, 
10. Vermont, 
Points. 
38 
25! 
24 
181-
ll>i 
6 
5 
3 
0 
0 
A MAGNETIC OBSERVATORY. 
At the United States Naval ObseL·vatory, on 
Observatory Hill, above Georgetown, D. C., is 
the one station in the United States where mag-
netic " storms" are observed and studied. There 
is a similar observatory at Tot·onto, and for a 
time there was one at Los Angeles. 
The laboratory itself is an underground brick 
vault, twenty feet square, with a five-foot air 
\ 
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space between its double walls. I t is floored 
deep with cement and concrete. The escape 
ventilation of the vault is through a still air 
chamber, so there is no direct connection with 
the outer air. The fresh air which is brought 
into the place is carried through a box in which 
there is sulphuric acid, which absorbs all mois-
ture. The temperature is so constant that there 
is a variation of less than one degree in the 
comse of the yea1·. 
In the centre of the vault there is a dark-box 
mounted on the top of a granite pillat·, and in 
this are three cylinders on which is wound sensi-
tive paper, such as is used by photographers. 
These cylinders revolve by clock-work once in 
twenty-four hoot'S. 
On the three sides of this dark-box arc three 
other granite pillars , on the top of each of which 
is mounted a magnetic needle. One of these is 
to measure the declination, or the amount which 
the magnetic north varies from the true north, 
and the other two are to measure the horizontal 
and vertical variation, or "dip," of the needle. 
This is accomplished by means of mirrors and 
reflected light. On the top of each granite 
pillar and directly under the needle, there is u. 
semi-circular minor, somewhat larger than a 
dollar, and a ray of light from a shaded gas 
jet reflected from this mirror is thrown through 
a long tube into the dark bo.x, and rests on 
one of the sensitive cylinders. This mirror is 
a~ steady as the earth itself, so the pin point 
of light resting on the revolving cylinder, 
draws a perfectly straight line around it as 
the cylinder makes a complete revolution. 
Every two hours a shuttet· falls and cuts off 
this li.rrht for five minutes, so there is a break 
in the line. 
Just above the stationary mirror is another, 
similar to it, attached to tbe end of the needle, 
and as the latter moves, the ray of light 
reflected from this second mirror traces upon 
the sensitive cylinder a curve which con·espouds 
exactly to tbe movement of the needle. The 
breaks in the base line, as the line drawn by 
the stationary minor is termed, give the time at 
which each variation of the needle occurred, 
and by comparing the two lines and measuring 
the distance between the base line and the 
needle line the exact variation of the needle is 
obtained. 
The principal fact which is definitely known 
now in regard to the variation is that it is 
intimately connected with the appearance of 
the aurora and the presence of sun spots. It is 
thought with good reason, that the meteorolog-
ical work of the future will depend largely on 
observations of the magnetic needle, and Prof. 
Frank Bigelow, of the Weather Bureau, has 
plotted a curve of needle variations for a series 
of years past, which bas been found to corre-
spond in a remarkable degree to cur\'es of tem-
perature, barometer readings, and wind veloci-
ties, for the same period. It is certain that 
there is much to be gained by continuous obser-
vations at the present station, and it is the 
earnest wish of Lieutenant C. C. Marsh, who is 
in charge of tbe observations, that the govern-
ment should establish a station in Ala ka or 
elsewhere in the North, to study. needle varia-
tions under the very arch of the aurora, where 
disturbances of this sort are most mnrked. 
Between simultnneous observations taken at 
Washington, Toronto, and Los Angeles, there 
has been the most remarkable coincidence of 
variation, the different curves from the record-
ing instruments falling almost exactly upon one 
another when laid down together. 
The work bas proved the utter unreliability 
of compass surveying, over which so many law 
suits arc now pending in the older . tatcs, where 
this system of land measurement was formerly 
much in vogue. 
In regard to the value of the experiments to 
navigators, it may be seen that as the variation 
of the needle corresponds closely with the read-
ing of the barometer, there may in this way be 
a check established ou the variation of the needle 
in high latitudes, where now it is practically 
useless to the seaman. 
During the latte1· part of February a storm 
raged over Washington, and froru what is known 
of such disturbances it is likely thnt it extended 
over pretty much the whole world. It began on 
the afternoon of Febl'Ua.ry 20th, and lasted with 
varying intensity for several days. The greatest 
variation io the needle was nbout one degree 
and ten minutes of arc in fifty minutes of time. 
The greatest horizontal variation for a short 
inter"\ral was .00400. Usually tlle variation for 
a single day is slight, resulting in a slightly 
wavy line, bot dul'ing this storm the needle 
kept up a continual motion, resulting iu a line 
resembling the five points io the aurora, witb 
whose appearance the variations of the needle 
are in some way connected. 
A W ASKING TON ALUMNCS. 
THE N . E. l . P . A. 
On the evening of the intercollegiate sports, 
the annual meeting and banquet of the ~ew 
England Intercollegiate Press Association was 
held at the Bay State. The represento.tives 
from tbe various college papers gathered in the 
parlors early in tbe evening, aod spent some 
time in social intercourse before the meeting to 
conduct the routine business was called to order. 
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At eleven o'clock the company ncljoaroed to 
the dining-hall and there partook of a coarse 
dinner. 
Robert . Farman, of the Williams Weekly, 
serred ,·ery acceptably as toastmaster of the 
occasion, nod introduced as the first speaker 
G. W. Fiske, of the Amherst Nttdent, which 
paper is the present president of the Associa-
tion . Mr. Fiske, in his rem1u-ks, congratulated 
the Association on its objects and purposes. 
Andrew Gillies, of the Wesleyan Argus, was 
next introduced, responding to the toast, "Con-
servatism vs. refor·m in editorials ." l\lr. GilHes 
spoke of the reforms that have recently taken 
place at Llis college due, in the main, to the 
A rgus, which openly expressed the sentiments 
of the student-body upon the subjects. He did 
not believe that the editorial column should be 
one devoted to fault find ing, but, on the con-
trary, that it should represent the college and 
college sentiment in so far as lies within its 
power. 
The toast, " Does the world need Mrs. 
Lease?" was responded to cleverly by G. R. 
Hazard, of the BrOten Magazine. 1\lr. Hazard 
also spoke briefly of Brown athletics, which he 
affirmed were free from professionalism, not-
withstanding the fact that many of the eastern 
papers would have it appear otherwise. 
"Lo\' C for the printer," was capably handled 
by E. G. Randall of the Unive1·sity Oynic. He 
stated that be believed that the printer W tlS the 
hardest man on earth to be convinced of his 
mistakes, illustrating this assertion by relating 
two or three of his own personal experiences 
with the Cynic printer. 
Mr. A. A. Mncurda, editor of the Brunonictn, 
was ca.lled upon to inform his bearers "What is 
news ?" His treatment of the subject was ex-
cellent nod much benefit was derived therefrom. 
The last of the toasts was "Co-Education 
matrimonially speaking," responded to by Alba 
H. Warren of the W PI. 
The gathering then dispersed, all pleased with 
the success of the meeting and the benefit de-
rived therefrom. The papers represented were: 
Trinity Tablet, Brown Magazine, B nmonian, 
The Tech, .Aggie L ife, Amherst Student, .Am-
herst Lit, Wesleyan .Argus, University Cynic, 
Williams Weekly, Wellesley Magazine, Mt. 
Holyoke, W P I. 
Y. M . C. A. MEETINGS. 
It bas frequently been remarked that the Tech 
Y. M. C. A. should provide some means for the 
gathering together of T ech men for religions 
sen-ice on Sunday afternoons. Such a gather-
ing would be very beneficial to the spiritual lile 
a t the Institute i it would nlso provide enter-
tainment for students away from home, and 
would thus advance the social intercourse which 
is somewhat neglected here. The usual noon 
meetings are very interesting while they last, 
but tlle limited time allows ahsolutely no oppor-
tunity for social intercourse between the classes. 
Accordingly, the Tech Y. rtl. C. A. bas com-
menced holding a series of 'uoday afternoon 
meetings at 3.30 in the local Y. ::M. C. A. build-
ing. These are conducted by Institute men and 
are exclusively T ech throughout. A cordial 
invitation is extended to all members of the 
Institute, and it is hoped tbat a large number 
will Rvail themselves of this opportunity for 
religious aod social impi'Ovement. It will be 
enrleavored to make good music a feature of the 
meetings and a profitable and interesting time is 
assured all those who attend. 
The first meeting, St1nclay, May 13, was led 
by Bryant, '95. Last Sunday's meeting was 
conducted by Nye, '94. 
Tbe noon meetings will be continued as ust1al, 
every alternate Tuesday and Thursday. The 
meeting last Thursday noon, May 17, was led 
by Wilmarth, '97. 
T ENNIS TOURNAMENT. 
After mt1cb hesitancy tbe T ennis Club con-
nected with the Institute bas decided to hold a 
tournament this spring. In former years the 
tournaments have been exclusively club affairs 
and open only to the members, but this year it 
bas been decided to have the tournament open 
to Worcester County and to offer suitable tro-
phies to the winner. It hns been several years 
since a tournament has been helcl in Worcester, 
and the committee in charge believe that the 
proposed tournament will be a s uccess in every 
respect. 
The first prize is a silver cup, suitably inscribed. 
The second ·prize is a '94- racquet, offered by 
Edward B. Clapp, while n pair of tennis shoes, 
offered by Mr. Kelley, of tbe firm of Bemis & Co., 
is to be g iven as third prize. 
The tournament will be commenced on the 
29th inst. , on which date the preliminaries will 
be played. On W ednesday, Memorial Day, the 
committee hopes to run off the tournament. 
Certain it is that the courts are in excellent 
shape, and if the weather is fine on those days 
there is no reason wby the tournament should 
not be a success. 
T he entrance fee is 75 cents and all entries 
should be made with t he committee, which con-
sists of Jas. B. l\Iayo, J. J. Coburn, A . E. Fay 
and C. H. Dwinnell. 
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THE WAY IT HAPPENED. 
It was a clever piece of detective work. And 
this is the way it happened. The world did not 
know that '96 was going to have a class supper 
the other night, but these two were on a trail, 
and they thought they were a ware that there 
was to be a. celebration. The simple fact that 
one Sophomore did not appear at tbe supper 
table, and that another ate spa1·ingly of the 
e'\"ening repast, was what set these two to think-
ing. They were Juniors, and must know of all 
Sophomore revellings, even before they occur. 
So the still bunt commenced. Chancing to meet 
one of the fasting Sophomores, tllPSC two detect-
ives carefully shadowed him. But, alas, the 
former, informed of the facts of the case by a 
wicked Senior, who wanted a. laugh on tbe two 
banquet-hunters, led them a long chase and 
finally disappeared. Not to be thwarted, the 
Juniors made a tour of the principal hotels in 
search of the scat of festh·ities. Late at night 
they returned to their rooms. They lmtl found 
all there was to be found-nothing. Any one, 
wis hing further particulars concerning this ex-
c iting search, will be accommodated on applica-
tion to the Junior Bureau of Detectives. 
ONLY ONE IN A THOUSAND. 
A writer in a recent .ihnerican Machinist, in 
speaking of t he different classes of dmughtsmen, 
sizes up the Tech as is given below. Comment 
seems unnecessat·y and superfluous. 
" Then we have tbe bright 'Tech' who figures 
things out , and isn't a little bit of a machinist, 
and is in a state of chronic surprise because his 
newest books are about five years behind cur-
rent practice. He puts in little things where 
big ones would be better and cheaper, and occa-
sionally trips up the chief by putting things 
really right which have been wrong so long as 
to pass unquestioned until tbe youthful doubter 
applied the rules to them. A good, bright, 
ambitious, young, inexperienced 'Tech' in an 
old established drawing-room is about like a 
pet terrier left alone in a parlor. You are sure 
to find the stuffing pulled out of some long cher-
ished object when you look up the product of 
his industry during your absence. The 'Tech' 
may make some queer things at first, but after 
awhile he begins to learn tbat 'whatever is is 
right,' no matter bow wrong it is, and to dis-
regard his books, and finds out that machines 
are built in machine shops, and then when he 
finally falls over himself, his ability to think 
and deduce conclusious from widely differing 
related facts, makes him useful. We old gray 
heads who bave come up through the li>ery of 
blue denims and machine oil and smutty noses 
and black hands, may turn up the corners of 
our grizzled mustachios at the • Tech's' collars 
nod cuffs and patent leather sboes and the Hower 
in his button bole, but I guess be has come to 
stay." 
NINETY- FrvE ATHLETIC TEAM . 
The class of '95 at a. recent class-meeting 
voted to enter a team of eight men to represent 
the class at the handicap meeting of the Clinton-
Lancaster Atbletic Club which will be held in 
Clinton next Satmda.y afternoon. The cltu~s 
expects her men to make a good showing and 
indeed i t would not be surprising if they captured 
two or three firsts. O'Connor, who is captain 
of the team, has entered the following men in 
these events: 100-yard dash, W. S. Killam; 
220-ynrd dash, F. L. tone, ,V. H. Killam; 
(}uarter-mile t·un, C. A. Harrington , W. E. 
Hapgood; half-mile run, T. F. O'Connor; one-
mile t'nn F. E. " ielliogton; running bron•l 
jump, F. L. Stone; 120-ynr<.l l..tUnllc, H. E. 
Fields. 
PRIZE FOR HEAVY HITTING. 
A well-known membet· of the Tnstitnte has 
autl10rized the W P I to state that be offers to 
the player on the nine, who shall this year have 
the highest batting !l.Vero.ge, a suitable souvenir. 
T he only restrictions or conditions of the offer 
a t·e firstly, that the winner shall have played in 
one-half of the regular games, and secondly, 
that the WP I will publish the batting averages, 
revised to time of going to press, in each issue, 
which averages are to be made from the scores 
of the games as given in the W P I, and the 
souvenir will be awarded according to the final 
average made from those scores. 
T he a\>erage for the games so far played, not 
including practice games nor the Trinity game, 
which bas not been played at tltis writing, is as 
follows:-
Zaeder, .500 Harris, .250 
Knowles, .348 Fisher, .ld l 
Booker, .272 Gordon, .166 
Philpot, .250 Martin, .133 
Cullen, .250 
THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF 
THEN. E. I . A . A . 
The Executive Committee, of which F. W . 
Parks is a member, of the New England I nter-
collegiate Association met, in the Bay ~tate 
pal'lors on the eveni ng preceding tbe sports, to 
take action upon the protests receh·ed and to 
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transact any other business that might be pre-
sented. The matter of Briguam, who had been 
protested by Brown, was first considered. Mr. 
Parks stated Brigham's position and standing 
in the Institute, and a vote was t beu taken as 
to whether the protest should be sustained, 
Brown alone voting in the atth·mative. 
E. H. ·w ecks of Brown was protested by M. 
I . T. on the g1·onnds that he was teaching, and 
this case next came before the meeting. The 
Brown delegate stated that, although Weeks 
was teaching, he wns a regular student at Brown, 
having a statement from the faculty there to 
that effect. The protest was not sustained. 
No action was taken on the bicycle riders at 
present under suspension. 
BASE-BALL ITEMS. 
Next Saturday Boston University wiU play at 
the Oval, and on June 13th Tech will play 
Williston at Easthampton. 
Manager Gordon is anxious to secm·e a aame 
with some college team for the 16th of J~e at 
the Oval, and on the 9th the Manag<:r desires to 
arrange an out-of-town game with some strong 
team. 
On 1\Iay 30th, Memorial Day, the nine will 
play two games with the Clinton-Lancaster Ath-
letic Association on their grounds in Clinton. 
The team will leave on the 8.07 train, noel it is 
hoped a Large number will accompany the team. 
The following men ha\'e sent Manaaer Gordon 
contributions towards the base-ball rl~bt :-
J. H. Wallace, '92. A. A. Pelton, '92. 
E. L. mith, '92. M. ,V. Grimes, '92. 
G. D. Hall, '92. A. N. 'mitb, '92. 
B . W. BraQken, '92 . H. N . Paige, '92. 
C. 0. ~miLh, '9~. 
The base-ball team played a practice game 
with the Holy Cross Resci·vcs, lust week Tues-
day. The game was called at the end of the 
fifth inning, the score being ten to three in favor 
of the Institute nine. The features of the game 
were a one-handed catch by Bunker, and a triple-
play by the Holy Cross men. 
In response to his request that he, although 
conditioned , be allowed to continue on the ball 
team fo r the remainder of the year, Captain 
Zaeder received this reply :-
Worcester Polytechnic Institute , 
Worcester, Mass., May 18, 1894. 
Mr. F. J . Zaeder, 
My Dear Sir: Replying to your request that 
you be allowed to play on the base-ball team 
the Athletic Committee believes that you should 
have been prohibited from joining the base-ball 
team under the rule of the Faculty. As your 
case was overlooked until so late in the season 
the committee has decided to allow you to con-
tinue on the team the remainder of the term, 
with the distinct understanding that this per-
mission is given for special reasons which are 
not likely to exist in any other case and that, on 
this account, is not to be rf.'gardcd as a prece-
dent. 
I am, yours very truly, 
GEOR(}E I. ALDEN, Chairman. 
By 
Z. W. CooMB , ·ecretary. 
COLLEGE NOTES. 
The ball nine of the Stanford University will 
take a trip through Hawaii an.d Australia this 
summer. 
The annual iote1·collegiate Tennis Associa-
tion tournament will be held in Portland, Me., 
the first week of June. 
At Leland Stanford, the faculty have organ-
ized among themselves a base-ball nine, which 
have defeated e>ery team the students have 
founded. 
On Friday, May 18th, the bachelors and ben-
edicts of the Phillips Andove1· faculty bad a 
ball game for the benefit of the P. A. Base-
ball Association. 
The base-ball association at the .Maine State 
College have a unique way of selecting their 
scorer. The position is sold at auction, and 
this year brought SI8.75. 
At WiUiams there is an inter-fraternity base-
ball league, having seven members. The 
schedule requires twenty-one games to be played 
before the championship is awarded. 
At the University of North Dnkota. the pro-
f essors amuse tbemselV"es while overseeing 
examinations, by engaging in friendly games of 
chess. 
Mr. Wilson, chairman of the Ways and 
Means Committee, is a college graduate and 
was president of the University of Virginia 
when elected a member of the House of Repre-
sentatives. 
The Chicago Athletic Association is endeav-
oring to arrange an athletic meet at Chicago in 
June, similar to the Mott Haven games. 
Favorable answers have been received from 
several colleges. 
Professor Wiggins, of Ottawa, claims t.o 
have solved the problem of how to trisect a 
given rectilineal angle. Since the time of 
Euclid the solution of this problem has been 
regarded as impossible. 
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At a recent meeting of the executive com-
mittee of the college athletic association of 
Wesleyan, it was voted that a list of all foot-
ball subscriptions unpaid by June 1 shonld be 
published in the Argus. 
Mr. Charles C. Harrison who, it is expected, 
will succeed Dr. William Pepper as provost of 
the University of Pennsylvania, is a man of 
enormous wealth, and in addition belongs to the 
most exclusive social set of Philadelphia. 
A new magazine will shortly appear as the 
official organ of the American Republican Col-
lege League. It is to be published monthly in 
New York City, and will be edited by a board 
of editors selected from the leading colleges of 
the country. 
Harvard won the intercollegiate fencing con-
test by the narrow margin of fi\"e bouts to four. 
The Racquet and Tennis Club offered a perpet-
ual challenge cup to be fenced for each year by 
teams of three men representing the colleges in 
the new intercollegiate association, and this 
contest was the first for this trophy. 
In the New Jersey Legislature, on Thursday, 
April 19, a bill to punish hazing in colleges was 
defeated. This action was taken on the recom-
mendation of the presidents of Princeton a.nd 
Rutgers colleges, who said that they preferred 
to enforce the college rules against hazing, and 
that the statute laws already covered hazing 
cases. 
TECHNICALITIES. 
Professor:-" This substance can be obtained 
in any desirable way, or in any way that is 
desired." 
Harry L. Dadmun, '91, bad a three-eolumn 
article on the intercollegia.te sports in the Boston 
Sunday J ournal of May 20th. 
We are painetl to announce the death of 
Betram H. Arnold's father, which occurred last 
week at his home in Norwich. 
The chapel exercises, a week ago last Monda.y 
morning, were conducted by Rev. C. B. Pendle-
ton of the Main-street Baptist Church. 
Instructor Coombs intends to go to Europe 
after the Institute closes, and spend a year in 
study and recreation there. 
The Base-Ball Association cleared about fif-
teen dollars on the programs, while the concert 
itself came out about an equal amount in the hole. 
Before this reaches the reader the musical 
clubs here will have given a concert in Clinton, 
under the auspices of the Clinton-Lancaster 
Athletic Association. 
Somebody recently said, and not without rea-
son, that it began to look as though A. B. at-
tached to a co11ege man's name would no longer 
convey the idea of Bachelor of Arts, but rather 
Bachelor of Athletics. 
Some ardent student of Natural History re-
cently favored theW P I by dropping a tropido-
notus natm in the mail-box. We regret that we 
have not yet started a museum, nevertheless the 
kind donor bas our thanks. 
Owing to the fact that both Intercollegiate 
and Memorial Day fell on Wednesday, the 
Faculty have decided to omit next Tuesday's 
lessons and in their place substitute those usually 
coming on Wednesday. 
Junior A, accompa.nied by Dr. Fuller, spent 
Friday afternoon, .May 11th, visiting the Quin-
sigamond plant of tile Washburn & Moen Co., 
a.nd on the following Tuesday, division C went 
over tbe same ground. 
It is with pleasure tbat we learn that Mr. 
Knight, formerly bookkeeper in the hops, bas 
been greatly improved in health by the climate 
of Redlands, California. It is, however, doubt-
ful if be returns Enst for some time to come. 
Some individual accommodatingly opened last 
week a package of W P I's left unintentionally 
in the hall over night, and walked away with 
about tbirty, in consequence of whicb the last 
week's issue has been made slightly smaller than 
is necessary to meet the demand. 
Last week the men entered for the Intercol-
legiate sports trained at tbe Fair Grounds, pre-
ferring that place, although the conveniences are 
not so good, rather than to wait until the ball 
games are over before going upon the track, as 
bas been the case at the Oval, to say nothing of 
the time spent in transit. 
THAT DEPENDS. 
When a pail• of red !Ips are optorned to your own, 
Wltb no one to gossip about It, 
Do you pray ror endurance to Jet them alone ? 
Well, maybe you do-bot I doubt lt. 
When a sly little hand you're permitted to seize, 
With a velvety softness about It, 
Do you think you can drop It wltb never a squeeze ? 
Well, maybe you do-bot I doubt lt. 
When a tapering waist is In reach of yoor arm, 
With a wonderful plumpness about It, 
Do you argue the point 'twlx~ the good and the harm 7 
Well, maybe you do-but I doubt lt. 
And if by these tricks you should capture a heart, 
With a womau's sweetness about it, 
Will you guard It, and keep It, and act the good part? 
Well, maybe yon will-but I doubt tt. 
-Yale Lie. 
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LOUIS W. SOUTHGATE, 
Late Examiner U. S. Patent Oftice, formerly 
head Draftsman Pond Machlue Tool Co., 
COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW AND SOUCITOR 
OP 
PATENTS, 
W. P. I. Class, '8:). 
Burnside Building, 
339 Main St. , Worcester, Mass. 
'lllrHEN YOU 
Want another pair of Rubber 
Shoes remember and get a pair 
of the " Gold Seal " ones. They 
will outwear three pairs of any 
other rubbe,r on the market. 
Every shoe bears the above 
Trade-Mark. For sale at 
P. L. RIDER'S Rubber Store, 
370 MAIN ST., WORCESTER. 
Alao the largest and best line of MACKINTOSHES 
in the city. 
PAUL F. SIEBOLD & CO., 
FIRST-CLASS 
Hair Cnttiij, Shavin~ ~ Shampooin[ Parlors. 
All work done In A 1 style. Give u,~ a call. 
Razors Honed. 
Corner Main and Chatham Streets, Entrance on Chatham Stree~ 
WORCESTER, MASS. 
STOP AT THE COMMONWEALTH HOTEL, 
Worcester, :Mass. F. G. ~fAIU>E:S & Co .• Propdeton. 
Two 1\(lnutes lrom Union Depo~. Rai C!!!, $ 2.00 lllld $2.60 per day. 
D111la,rd Uoom. Steam Ue~tt. Electric Llgbt. Sample Rooms. Bath&. 
C. W. CLAFLIN & CO., 
DE.ALEUS l:N ALL IU!~DS OJI' 
Anthracite au~ Bituminous Coal. 
Also , a ll kinds of Wood and Kindlings. 
Offices, No. 87o lloln Street nnd at Yards, Shrewsbury 
StreeL and Union Street, cor. Central. 
TELIEPDONE, No. el7•a. 
A B C of .Electricity. 
.Accurate and Comprehensive. 108 Pages. 
PRICE, POSTPAID , 50 CENTS. 
Address, lliClRICAL REVIEW PUBLISHING CO., 13 Park Row, N.Y. 
Sample Cop;:r, "ELIE(lTBICJA.L REVJ:EW," Free. 
The Walden Shoe Stores. 
Selling Men's Shoes direct from the makers to the consumer, 
in all the principal cities of the United States. 
WORCESTER STORE, BAY STATE HOUSE BLOCK, 
279 MAIN STREET. 
£BAS. E. D J\. VIS, Manager. 
Come In and have your Shoes Shined Free of Charge. 
-
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MACULLAR & SON, 
Spring and Summer, 
1894. 
Our exclusive Styles to Ready-to-Wear Clothing and 
Custom Woolens are now ready for yo or inspection. 
We are showing especlaUy uoblly garments for young 
men, In both sack nod frock styles-all coats being 
cut long and of tbe prevalltng fashion. Our new 
thr ee-button cutaway in black worsted or vicuna Is just right. 
MACULLAR & SON, 
872 and 37 4 Main Street. 
H. F. A. LANGE, 
+Floral Decorator,+ 
2.94 Main St. Worcester, Mass .. 
Keeps constantly in Stock 
FANCY ROSES AND FINEST ASSORTMENT 
Of CUT FLOWERS, 
Wblcb be will arrange In Designs of any kind. 
Decorating Parlors and Halls a S~ialty. 
GILBERT G. DAVIS, 
Commercial and Book 
PRINTER, 
And Blank Book Manufacturer. 
PabliabeJt of the Attet<matb of '94. 
38 and 44 Front Street, 
WORCESTER, MASS. 
BEMIS & COMPANY, 
Fine Footwear, 
4:21 and 4:23 Main Street. 
CORRECT STYLES. 
POPULAR PRICES. 
C. C. LO\N"ELL, 
(Suooeesor to J. 0. WmT&,) 
HEAOQUARTERS F"OR 
Mathematical • Instruments 
And ARTIST MATERIALS. 
ALSO, FULL LOOI 010' 
P AINTB, OILS, GLASS, and V ARNIBHES. 
12 PEARL ST., opp. Post-Omce. 
L. W. PENNINGTON, 
Designer, lannractnring Jeweler, and 
DIAMOND SETTER. 
Badges and Emblems Made to Order. 
Gilding, Acid Coloring and Oxidizing, Repairing, Etc. 
Old Gold and Silver Purchased. 
81 MECHANIC ST., WORCESTER, MASS. 
WM. S. SMITH & CO., 
DEALERS IN 
Hardware and 
Building Materials, 
Carpenters' and Mac h inists' Tools, 
ALSO DRAWING INSTRUMENTS, 
171 Main St., Worcester, Mass. 
THE SEASON FOR 
ICE CREAM 
-AND-
EGG SODA 
Among our new spring styles may be mentioned Is at band. We bave them; al10 VIGAB8 and every-
thing to be tound lu a first..class drug store. 
our new " Ruortoe," and our new " Russets " Col-
lege toe. They are both dandies and catch the boys. Whittier's Drug Store, 4:V Jl.aln Street. 
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FRED. W. WELLINGTON & CO., ..... . .... 
Wholesale and RetaU Dealers In LARGEST STOCK AND lOWEST PRICES COAL_ 
.&T 
S. R. LELAND & SON'S, 416 MAIN ST., WORCESTER, MASS. 
Branch omce, aoo MAIN STREET. 446 Main St., Worcester. 
COAL POC)[BT8, 
NOR"'W'""C:S:, - CONN-
RET A.IL y .&RD, 
Sontbbridie, cor. Hammond St., Worcester, lass. 
.A.rreots for the Celebrated A. 0. Falrbanka1 L. B. Gat-como, Luscomb .t Stewart B:l~s, Wa~~bourn Vega, 
Bruno & Stratton Guitars, W urn, Vega, Stratton, 
&c., &c., Ka.ndollna. 
All goods are tully warranted and exchanged lf not 
aaUsfactory. 
--HIRE YOUR--
~ .A. 0 ~ B .A.:l'W X> 'T E:= .A.1\I.I: B 
AT 
:S:.A.R::RING'I'ON & :BR0.7 S 7 
Sa CENTRAL STREET. 
A. F. BRAGG, 
TE:M:PER.A.NCE DRINX:S7 
CIGARS AND TOBACCO, 
agg Main Street, 
E. A. DICKIE, 
Baggag~ Ex~r~ss. 
ORDER SLATE, 
9 Pleasant Street. 
UMBRELLAS 
MADE, REPAIRED AND COVERED 
B'( 
GEO. E. KIRBY, 
397 MAIN STREET, 
-w"ORCESTER, ~SS-
Over Moulton's Jewelry Store. 
Worcester, Mass. 
The Richmond Strailht Cot No.1 
CIGDBETTES 
are made trom the brig~teat, moat 
delicately flavored, and highest cost 
GOLD LEAF grown In Vlrgf.nJa. 
Tbfs I.e the OLD .A..ND ORIGINAL 
BJUND OF STRAIGHT CUT Cigar-
etta, and w as brought out by us In the year 1871>. 
Beware of lattatlo .. , and obsene that the :n1n1 li.A.JB 
u below, Is oD every I)ICka«e 
ALLEN & GINTER, Manufs., 
BICB!WOI'ID, VIBGilHA. 
. 
LE'VVXS cia EM:ER.SON, 
8aeee••on to c. B. EATON'* co., 
WboleAAle and Retail STATIONERS, BLANK BOOK .AND PAPER Dcmlers. All kiuds of rn.IXTlNG, BL.\NK 
BOOKS lllJlde to order, also complete line of TEACHERS' twd SCUOOL SUPl'LlES. 
No. 505 MAIN STREET, WORCESTER, MASS. TgLltPRO~'"E 2i8·"'· 
DRA "WING PAPER IN SHEETS AND ROLLS. 
"Always Ready, Dayor ~ight." BAY STAT{ STABLES FOUR ELEGANT BARGES AND ELEGANT HACKS. 
Office ~djoinmg the Theatre, , Jhplar Co.ci>n to~ T .. h .. •• unroo J>topol, o., •114 N11ht. 
~ear of Bay State House, L. B. SPOONER ,e 00., Wo~awr, ••••· 
BAY STATE HOUSE. 
Ranldng wltb besl of First·Cias-; Hotelli of New Eng· 
land, reorganized and will be conducted ou a 
SEND 
FIVE 
2•CENT 
STAMPS 
FOit 
80 
PACE 
CATALOOUE. 
First-Class Basis 
In every particular. Passenger Elevator, WeU-Fur· 
nisbcd Rooms and all heated by Steam. 
FRANK P. DOUGLASS, 
THEO. ALTENEDER & SONS, 
PHIL~ DELPHI~. 
-
Proprietor. PATEIT ADJUSTABLE STAID. 
Barnard, Sumner & Putnam Co., ~ i 
DRY Goons )~D CAil_PETS. i 
~ 
~ Tbe largest. house devoted to legitimate Dry Goods in New England. It grows with the growth of Wor· cester County, because lt Is tht~ acknowledged Shop· 
ping Home of the Ladies, ani\ because all things are .. 
here that ought. to be here, and at the Fairest Prices. .! 
• 5 
.., Barnard, Sumner & Pntnam Co. 
JO:a:N" .A._ SN"O"VT:~ 
~ 
et Is Prepared to do all klnm ot 
BOOT AND ~HOE REPAIRING, ~ 
326 MAIN STREET, ! 
Opposite MecbaDICS Hall, up one flight or Stairs, f 
• Room 2. 
LADIES' and GENTS' SEWED WORK a SpecialLy. 
Back and Front Stays and Toe Tips. WASHBURN MACHINE SHOP, 
.. DISCOUNT TO TECHS T" WOIOEBTEB, JIA88, 
Ladles ud Gea&le•en Looktllg ror raa and a Good Bealtbfal Exerelse. 
iT. 
Ten. Pin., 
CAN FIND IT AT 
P. ~~XTE'S 
Bll1ia.rd a.:n.d Poo1 Room, 
17 Pearl Street, lJoreester, ••· Boan tor Ladles, a t A. I. te ' P. L • 
' WE 
B\JT 
0\l~ 
FIN~ FURHISHJH(lS · . . . . 
~ ~THLeTit SurrLIES 
-OP -
Eow ARD B. CLAPP, 
TOM WALTERS, JR., 175 Main Street. 
Say, you need a New HAT. Call and see 
mine. Softs, Crushers, Mashers, Stiffs 
and Softs, both new and old. 
GLOVES are Stylish. 
TIES you must have. 
SHIRTS and BODY COVERS are all the go. 
We give SOX away, 2 Pairs for 25c. All Colors. 
SWEATERS are booming. 
Leave us your Laundry. 
TOM WALTERS, JR. 
365 MAIN STREET. 
MIQM QKADE 
ONLY. 
Groups and Large Work a Specialty. 
25 PER CENT. 
DISCOUNT. 
TO TECH • 
STUDENTS. 
?--ENOAOE YOUR SITIINOS.--E-
326 MAIN STREET, 
Opp. Mechanics Hall. 
